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2013 Water Snake Year Predictions

Editor’s Note

Dear Readers,

First of all, thank you for all your compliments and words of encouragement for
ProsperTimes™, Singapore’s Top Feng Shui e-Magazine! I assure you that my team and I are
working very hard to continue to bring you interesting and high quality articles to satisfy your
hunger for good Feng Shui knowledge and information.

癸巳).

In a few weeks, we will be ushering in Water Snake Year 2013 (

Similar to previous

years, ProsperTimes™ is launching an issue that gives you an insight to the predictions of the
coming year and the luck analysis of each individual Chinese Animal Zodiac prior to the
Chinese New Year. This is a much awaited and anticipated issue and I thank you for your
patience.
This issue of ProsperTimes™ gives you an insight on what lies in store for us in Snake Year 2013.
Is it going to be a more peaceful year? Will we see favourable results in the stock market?
What is the outlook of the property market and various industries like? Which animal zodiac
will enjoy better luck? Answers to these crucial questions will be revealed in this issue of
ProsperTimes™. Turn the next pages to find out more!

奇门遁甲) is one of the highest level of divination methodology that consists

Qi Men Dun Jia (

of an advanced and complex computational model encompassing the time and space
dimensions. It is extremely accurate and it offers a superior forecasting of situational developments and event outcomes. There is a segment, specially dedicated to Qi Men Dun Jia,
in this issue of ProsperTimes™. It is written for my beloved students, enthusiasts, and for
everyone who cares about the world, society and our loved ones. The analyses may be a
little technical for some of you but the conclusion is written in an easy-to-understand style.
We need to cater to varying needs as ProsperTimes™ has a wide spectrum of readers, from
young to old and across different nationalities.
Last but not least, we wish you a healthy and successful Snake Year 2013!
May you Prosper with Feng Shui and may you enjoy good luck for the year ahead!

恭祝大家“蛇”采飞扬，阖家安康，蛇年行好运！
林永昌师傅
Master Lim Eng Cheong
永昌风水
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What’s in store for us in

SNAKE YEAR 2013
Written by Master Lim Eng Cheong

林永昌

As I looked out of the window one morning, I saw
clouds shrouded the lush greenery of the top of
Bukit Timah Hill. Describing it as magnificent may be
too much for some. I actually find it quite beautiful.
It wasn’t a usual sight for me. Suddenly, inspiration
struck and the hill came alive. It looked like “silver
snakes”
dancing
and
gliding
between
canopy crowns, making merry and having fun. The
aura of the serpent announces its arrival!
As we await the awakening of the Water Snake, the
sixth animal in the Chinese zodiac, this issue of
ProsperTimes™ brings you some insights and
snippets on what lies in store for us in the coming
year. Will we witness a calmer and more harmonious 2013? How is the stock market outlook and will
the property prices rise further?
Read on to find out more.

永昌风水
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Year of the Water Snake
The Year of the Water Snake 2013 (癸巳
癸巳)
癸巳

As the trees sway and leaves rustle to the rhythm of the wind, an air of mysterious awe
awakens to the clap of the thunder. 2013 is the year of Water Snake. People born in

己巳), while those born in 1941 and 2001 are
Metal Snake (辛巳), 1953 is Water Snake (癸巳), 1965 is Wood Snake (乙巳) and 1977 is Fire
Snake (丁巳). Adjectives like graceful, calm and cautious are usually associated with

1929 and 1989 are considered Earth Snake (

people born in the Snake Year. They are also often regarded as deep thinkers. Famous
people born in the Snake Year include J.K. Rowling, Sir Alex Ferguson, Aaron Kwok, Gong
Li, Michelle Chong, Sylvia Lim and Goh Chok Tong.

Hsia Calendar (夏历
夏历)
夏历 and Fortune Telling

The Hsia Calendar (夏历) is an amazingly accurate time computation system that is
widely used by the Chinese communities to perform destiny analysis, fortune telling and
to understand the climatic changes. The unique feature of this system is that every year,
every month, every day and every hour is represented by 2 characters, namely the

天干)

Heavenly Stem (

地支).

and the Earthly Branch (

The system encompasses 10

Heavenly Stems and 12 Earthly Branches, and each of the Heavenly Stem or the Earthly

阴阳) and one of the Five Elements (五行).

Branch is represented by Yin and Yang (

The

Five Elements are representation of the basic components of everything in the Universe.

水

木

The relationship between the Elements, which comprise of Water ( ), Wood ( ), Fire

火

土) and Metal (金), will enable us to predict one’s fortunes or luck and deter-

( ), Earth (

mine what’s coming our way.

永昌风水
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Macro Predictions
Macro Predictions – It’s Better to Stay In Line
Similarly, the Year of the Snake, 2013, is symbolised by a Heavenly Stem and an Earthly

癸巳) in the Hsia Calendar. The Heavenly Stem gui (癸) represents Yin Water and
the Earthly Branch si (巳) represents Yin Fire. This is a Water Snake year that implies Water
“sitting” on top of Fire. According to the Cycle of Birth (生) and Destruction (克), which
governs the inter-relationship between the Five Elements (五行), Water will extinguish or
put out Fire (水克火). This is a sign of conflict or disharmony. Ground resentment will be

Branch (

crushed by top authorities, while top management will not hesitate to keep the workers in
line.

Macro Predictions – Be Sincere and Work Within
Your Limits

癸

The gui ( ) Water symbolises water dew or rain drops.
Water is life. Without water, there would be no life.
However, too much of it will be disastrous and catastrophic. Just like an old Chinese saying, “Water can
carry the boat but water can also overturn the

水可载舟，也可覆舟), it is advisable not to get

boat” (

too carried away but work within your means and
limits. While the authorities may be tolerant in the
previous year, they may not be too patient with your
requests if you go too far this year. When water is
heated, it becomes steam or vapour. Things may not
be too straightforward in 2013 Snake Year.
People may be suspicious of each other and very
often, you may need to get out of your comfort zone
in order to adapt to the situation and survive in the
environment. Do not deceive. One who deceives
others will eventually be deceived by others. Be
sincere and keep an open mind.

永昌风水
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Macro Predictions
Macro Predictions – Imagination is Everything

癸

The gui ( ) Water symbolises imagination and
creativity as well. To overcome the odds in 2013
Snake Year, you may need to be imaginative and
creative in a principled way. Conventional methods may not work to your favour.
Just like water, which represents flow, movement
and fluidity, you have to be adaptable, flexible
and keep innovating to keep up with the
demands of changing circumstances. Think out of
the box and grab opportunities as they come
along.
Due to this attribute, 2013 Snake Year may be a
good year for literacy works and achievements.

Macro Predictions – Weapons ain’t Enough

巳

火

The Snake si ( ) belongs to the Fire element ( ) and it represents early summer. It sym-

长生) of the Yang Metal geng (庚金), the “Death” (死) of the Yin Metal
xin (辛金), the “Coming-of-Age” (临官) of the Yang Fire bing (丙火) and Yang Earth wu
(戊土), and the “Prosperity Peak” (帝旺) of the Yin Fire ding (丁火) and Yin Earth ji (己土).

bolises the “Birth” (

There is little chance for the pace of the arms race to slow but every chance for it to
quicken in 2013.
Nations will scramble to build their almighty arsenal in their bid to prepare for a conflict
that no one hopes for. Tensions raised and pressure mounted. Covert actions will be
ditched for direct confrontational resolutions. Nationalistic sentiments run high and people can’t be more patriotic over sovereignty issues. It is advisable to keep a cool head
and refrain from acting in a fit of anger.

永昌风水
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Does History
Repeat
Itself?
六十甲子
History Does Repeat Itself?

The most recent years that both Water and Fire
elements appeared together are Year 1996, 2002
and 2007. Year 1996, 2002 and 2007 are years of

丙子),

Fire Rat (

壬午) and Fire Pig

Water Horse (

丁亥) respectively with Water “sitting” on Fire or

(

vice versa.
During these years, we witnessed one of the
deadliest shooting incident in the Virginia Tech
massacre in 2007, the Afghan war in 2002 and
United States’ military expedition, “Operation
Desert Strike” in Iraq in 1996.

of the structure of the DNA molecule by the
University of Cambridge and the first colour
television sets went on sale towards the end of the
year.
From historical occurrences, conflicts and brewing
animosity are again likely in Year 2013. Tolerance
may be short lived and authorities or higher management may act swiftly to suppress unlawful expression of displeasure. On a more positive note,
we may also witness some interesting discoveries
or innovations in Water Snake Year 2013.

The Hsia Calendar is formulated on a 60-year

六十甲子年).

cycle (

This means that the same pair

癸巳) was

of Heavenly Stem and Earthly Branch (

also experienced in Year 1953. In June 1953, one
of the most notable uprisings in Central Europe
occurred in East Germany. The East German
rebellion left more than 600 dead after the protesters were violently suppressed and executed by
Soviet troops.
However, 1953 wasn’t a year filled with just clashes
and conflicts. 1953 also witnessed the discovery

永昌风水
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It symbolises movement or change.

It acts as a catalyst for developments. Whether the change is positive or negative, it
depends on whether the element is a favourable one. People born in the Year of Pig

亥

卯

未

( ), Rabbit ( ) or Goat ( ) tend to be under strong influence of this star. There is a high
likelihood that they will make a career switch, change job, move to a new department
or take up new responsibilities in their workplace.
On the hindsight, Snake Year 2013 could also be a year of accidents and mishaps

己亥)

related to travel and transportation. People who are born in the Year of Earth Pig (

丁酉) in 1957 are advised to take extra precaution in Snake Year

in 1959 or Fire Rooster (

2013. Famous people who are born in Earth Pig Year 1959 include Simon Cowell and
Bryan Adams, while former Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd and Chinese activist,
Ai Weiwei are born in Fire Rooster Year 1957.

永昌风水
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The Clashes of The Animal Zodiacs

The Snake (巳) is in direct clash with the Pig (亥).

火

水

六冲) between the Fire

This is a clash (

( ) and Water ( ) elements. Such a clash often causes health issues related to the
throat and kidneys. Beware of facial and head injuries, dental problems and inflammation issues as well.

巳

亥

六冲), and

As the Snake ( ) is in direct clash with the Pig ( ), also known as Six Clashes (

相害) with the Tiger (寅), a Related Clash (相破) with the
Monkey (申) and a Triple Clash (三刑) with these 2 animal zodiacs, people born in the
causes a Conflicting Clash (

Year of the Pig, Tiger or Monkey have to be especially cautious. A clash often results in
more changes or life developments in that year and it also implies more challenges and
there could be health related issues as well. It is therefore recommended for people
born in these years, except for people born in the Year of Tiger, to carry a Monkey
pendant so as to alleviate the negative effects of the clash. People born in the Year of
Tiger may carry a Rooster pendant instead.

太岁) is Southeast (东南方).

In Snake Year 2013, the direction of the Grand Duke (

Avoid

travelling directly towards this direction and try not to carry out major or extensive
renovation works in the Southeastern sector of your house.
Famous people who are born in the Pig Year and clash with the Snake in 2013 are Hillary
Clinton, Elton John, Bryan Adams, Moses Chan Ho, Julian Assange, Ricky Martin, Robin
van Persie, Tin Pei Ling, Chiam See Tong and Lee Kuan Yew. Those who are born on a Pig
Day will be affected by the clash and may face relationship challenges in 2013 as well.
These people include Malaysian Prime Minister, Najib Razak and Duke of Cambridge,
Prince William.

Animal Zodiacs

Clashes
永昌风水
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Where is the

Academic Star

in Snake Year 2013?

文昌
Another significant star that most parents would be interested is the Academic Star

文昌).

(

文昌) residing in the East sector

Snake Year 2013 sees the Academic Star (

(82.5° – 97.5°).
With proper guidance, school children who have their study desks placed in this sector
will be able to enjoy good grades and success in examinations. Please bear in mind that
this is a generic application. A more detailed and accurate analysis by a professional
Feng Shui practitioner is still required for a more customised and exact placement.

永昌风水
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So, who is enjoying

Good Luck
in Snake Year 2013?
相破) with the
Monkey (申), the Snake (巳) also combines with the Monkey (申) in what is
commonly known as the Six Combinations (六合), and with the Rooster (酉)
and Ox (丑) in Triple Combinations (三合). People born in the year of

Although

巳

the Snake ( ) causes a Related Clash (

Monkey, Rooster, and Ox will therefore be in harmony and enjoy good
luck in Snake Year 2013.
However, this is only a generic assessment and should not be taken strictly
or seriously as an analysis of one’s fortunes or destiny. Four Pillars of Destiny
or BaZi (also commonly known as Eight Characters,

八字), which is based

on one’s date and time of birth, offers a much more accurate and
detailed analysis of one’s destiny, luck and fortunes.

永昌风水
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Health Matters
to note in 2013

Different

body parts or organs are represented by different Heavenly

天干) and Earthly Branches (地支). Year 2013 is governed by the Water
Snake (癸巳). Yin Water gui, generally, is associated with the kidneys, and Yin
Stems (

Fire si is associated with the throat and anus. People who are born in the Year of
Pig (especially in 1947 and 1959), have to take extra care of their health in
Snake Year 2013.
Health problems related to the kidneys, esophagus,
pericardium, or respiratory system could arise. Reduce your salt consumption
and maintain a balanced and healthy diet.

VINEGAR

醋
永昌风水

People are also more injury prone with higher likelihood of injuries inflicted on the
foot, face or head. Take care when you exercise and make it a good habit to
do some stretching exercises first before your workout. Besides regular exercise
(not strenuous exercises) to increase our metabolism rate and improve our
immune system, inclusion of vinegar in your daily diet may also help to reduce
the imbalances in Snake Year 2013.
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The conflicting Water (水) element and Fire (火)
element in Snake Year 2013 imply an uncertain
year for businesses.
The road ahead is not
straightforward and we may be in for a bumpy
ride. At the end of the day, there may not be a
clear winner or a particular sector or industry that
will do extremely well.
The first half of the year, which has abundant

木

火

Wood ( ) and Fire ( ) elements, bodes well for

水

the Water ( ) element businesses. These include
the shipping, trading, tourism, beverage, logistic
and transport businesses. However, these businesses may face challenges or more competition
in the second half of the year. As a result, do not
be over confident or too ambitious. Conserve
your resources and do not take good times for
granted.
The second half of the year, which has abundant

金

水

Metal ( ) and Water ( ) elements, may be more

土

promising for the Earth ( ) element businesses.
These include the property- or real estate-related
businesses, ceramics, gemstone, construction and
mining industries. The vibrant property market has
been sizzling hot for quite a while. After a slew of
cooling measures from the authorities, the market
may adopt a wait-and-see attitude and take a
while to warm up to the new situation. Hence the
first half may be a little tough going for the property- or real estate-related businesses.
The absence of the wealth element for the Metal

金

( ) element businesses may imply a less favourable year for the banking, jewellery, automotive,
industrial machinery, computer, high-tech and
security-related industries. It is always important

Businesses
&
Industries
Predictions 2013
to have a good start but it may even be more
crucial to have a good placing when one
reaches the finishing line. Seize the opportunities
as they come along and reap the rewards from
the seeds that you sow. It is likely that the Metal

金

( ) element businesses will enjoy good times in
the 1st and 4th quarter of the year.

火

The Fire ( ) element businesses may not perform
to expectation in Snake Year 2013. They face
tougher competition and may encounter intervention from relevant authorities too.
These
include the finance, electronic products, power &
energy, oil & gas, lighting, food and entertainment
businesses. They may enjoy sporadic growth
along the way but favourable financial figures
may only be logged in during the 3rd quarter of
the year. Generally, it may be a tough and
challenging year ahead for these businesses.

木

The absence of the Wood ( ) element in Snake

木

Year 2013 makes the Wood ( ) element businesses an interesting sector to watch. Messy as
the Water Snake Year 2013 may be, these businesses may be the integrating factor to mesh the
mechanics together and make the engine of the
economy runs smoother. They are the agriculture,
publishing, paper, forestry, fashion, textile,
furniture, healthcare, education and recycling

木

businesses. The Wood ( ) element businesses will
enjoy better luck in the 2nd quarter of the year.

永昌风水
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Begin Your Water Snake Year
2013 with a Good Head Star t

开工大吉
Who

wouldn’t want a good start in the New Year?

After your fill of festive fun,

sumptuous food and delicious cookies, it’s time to get back to work. For leaping success,
I have selected some auspicious dates on when you should return to work:
13 Feb 2013 (Wednesday)
15 Feb 2013 (Friday)
18 Feb 2013 (Monday)
21 Feb 2013 (Thursday)

正月初四
正月初六
正月初九
正月十二

– not suitable for people born in Year of Dragon
– not suitable for people born in Year of Horse
– not suitable for people born in Year of Rooster
– not suitable for people born in Year of Rat

Get a good rest and be ready to ride on the wagon of success and prosperity. I wish you
a Happy and Prosperous Snake Year ahead!

永昌风水
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for Snake Year 2013

Environmental or cosmic energies flow and exist in cyclical periods and change from year to year

风水轮流转). This implies that positive and negative energies exist in different directions in different
years. In Snake Year 2013, using Flying Star Feng Shui (玄空飞星风水), Star 5 takes precedence and

(

is the dominant star. The Flying Star Chart for Snake Year 2013 is plotted as shown:

五黄廉贞星), which is represented by the Earth (土) element, takes centre-stage in

Star 5 (

Snake Year 2013. As Star 5 is the most calamitous star during Age 8 (2004-2023), it may
imply the surge in health-related incidences and fatal accidents or mishaps in Snake Year
2013. There are 2 groups of people who will be most affected by this configuration. They
are young children or youths, and elderly women. People, who belong to these groups,
should take extra care of their health and be mindful of aliments or illnesses related to the
stomach and digestive system. This is especially so for those born in the Year of Pig, Tiger
and Snake.

土

水

As the Earth ( ) element controls the Water ( ) element, 2013 may not
be as wet as the previous year. However, there could be more earthquakes or landslide disasters.

五黄廉贞星), which is the most calamitous star, resides in the

Star 5 (

Center Palace. This inauspicious star will cause critical illness or fatalities
in extreme cases if activated. It is recommended for homes to hang a
six-rod wind chime or 6 ancient Chinese coins at the center of your
house or apartment to dissipate the negative energies. The negative
energies of Star 5 are extremely potent in February, August and
November 2013.
Continue Next Page >>

永昌风水
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for Snake Year 2013

>> From Previous Page

二黑巨门星) and Star 3 (三碧

Special precautions have to be taken for inauspicious Star 2 (

禄存星) too.

Star 2 and 3 arrive in the Southwest and East respectively. Star 2 brings

about sickness, while Star 3 causes scandals, disputes, quarrels and legal entanglements.
It is recommended for homes that face Southwest or have their main doors or windows
facing Southwest to hang a six-rod wind chime or 6 ancient Chinese coins to dissipate
the negative energies. For those who have an affinity for exotic Chinese ornaments,

貔貅-an auspicious Chinese mythical animal that is believed to

placing a metallic Pi Xiu (

amass wealth and ward off evil) is an effective remedy too. To dissolve the bad energies
of Star 3, a lamp or a red mat / rug can be used.
For Snake Year 2013, the auspicious sectors are the Northeast and South.
To activate the good energies, a lamp can be placed in this sector of
the house. Placing a water feature, aquarium and/or amethyst crystals
in this sector can bring about prosperity and unexpected wealth!
Installing a hi-fi system or TV in these sectors can activate the positive
energies too.

The provided recommendations have
varying degrees of effectiveness for
different people and properties of different orientations or configurations.
To achieve higher success rate, it is advisable
to
consult
a
professional
practitioner, who applies Flying Star Feng
Shui, to perform a more comprehensive
and thorough analysis.

永昌风水
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and

Qi Men Dun Jia
Forecasting
of Events
By Master Lim
www.ProsperWithFengShui.com

Written for my beloved students, Qi Men Dun Jia enthusiasts
& for everyone who cares about the world, the country, the society & our loved ones.

奇门遁甲) is one of the highest level of divination methodology that consists of an

Qi Men Dun Jia (

advanced and complex computational model encompassing the time and space dimensions. It is
extremely accurate and it offers a superior forecasting of situational developments and event
outcomes.
Qi Men Dun Jia structure consists of 4 levels, which are the Heaven, Earth, Man and Divine configu-

天盘九星), Earth configuration refers to the Eight
Trigrams (地盘八卦), Man configuration is defined by the Eight Wondrous Gates (人盘八门) and Divine
configuration is ruled by the Eight Celestial Deities (神盘八神). The Ten Heavenly Stems (十天干) and
Twelve Earthly Branches (十二地支) are also used extensively in Qi Men Dun Jia.
rations. Heaven configuration consists of Nine Stars (

Continue Next Page >>

永昌风水
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and

Qi Men Dun Jia
Forecasting of Events
By Master Lim
www.ProsperWithFengShui.com

>> From Previous Page

The Qi Men Dun Jia charts for the Water Snake Year 2013 are plotted as shown:

Year Family Qi Men Dun Jia Chart (

Hour Family Qi Men Dun Jia Chart (

年家奇门) for 2013 Water Snake Year

时家奇门) for 2013 Water Snake Year
Continue Next Page >>
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年家奇门) chart, it depicts
an inauspicious Qi Men Dun Jia category, known as Fu Yin 伏吟

From the Year Family Qi Men Dun Jia (

(stationary / repetition).
This is the first indication of an
unfavourable overview for Water Snake Year 2013. It implies loss
of wealth and the possibility of disasters and injuries. I know it
doesn’t sound good at all but that is the hard truth from the
Qi Men Dun Jia analysis.
You have to brace yourself. There is more bad news to come.

癸 (Yin Water), which symbolises the leader, is
located in the Kun Palace (坤二宫), enters Death / Grave (死墓之
地) and encounters sickness Star Tian Rui (天芮星) and
inauspicious Death Gate (死门). Although there may be a
glimmer of hope when it encounters auspicious Deity Zhi Fu (值
符), it encounters Void (空亡) in Kun Palace and renders it
The Year Stem, Gui

Master Lim sharing real QMDJ cases
with his students in Singapore

ineffective.
I hate to say this but all indications point to the demise of the leader. An end also leads
to a new beginning. We shall live in fond memories of the good things that he or she has
done for the people.

坤二宫) of the Year Family Qi Men Dun Jia
Chart (年家奇门盘), the Year Stem, Gui 癸 (Yin Water) on the Heaven Plate (天盘), sits on
Gui 癸 (Yin Water) on the Earth Plate (地盘). This is an inauspicious category that is known
as Tian Wang Si Zhang 天网四张 (Heaven Net Casts in All Directions) and it is more
detrimental when it appears in the Kun Palace (坤二宫). This category advises us against
Let’s take a look further. In the Kun Palace (

making or carrying out plans, recommends us to retreat or move away and tells us to
refrain from taking rash actions as they will lead to mishaps. It also implies losing one’s
companion during traveling. As it speaks of entrapment dangers, unsuccessful attempts
and the likelihood to be caught in a situation that makes it difficult to advance or retreat,
I would advise one to hold your fort and buy time, and strike only when the timing is right.
Be patient and wait for the wind to blow in your direction.

Continue Next Page >>
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巳 (Yin Fire), that is located in the Xun Palace (巽四宫).
It symbolises the public or the commoners. It encounters Tian Fu Star (天辅星), which
symbolises teacher or educator, and Du Men 杜门 (Closed Gate). It may imply teachers

Next we look at the Year Branch, Si

or educators getting behind closed doors to plan and restructure the education roadmap. On a more pessimistic note, it may also imply that a mishap or an epidemic outbreak causes people to be grounded and stay indoors. The category of having Xin

辛

天盘) sitting on Xin 辛 (Yin Metal) on the Earth Plate
(地盘), known as Fu Yin Tian Ting 伏吟天庭 (Heaven Court Becomes Stationary), does not
(Yin Metal) on the Heaven Plate (

help matters. It is considered inauspicious and it may imply that people put personal
interest above public interest, leading to them committing mistakes that bring about their
own downfall and tarnish their own reputation.

天芮星) and inauspicious Si Men 死门 (Death Gate) meet

When sickness Star Tian Rui (

each other, it spells trouble. It gives us the indication that there could be an epidemic

玄空飞星),

outbreak and it could result in fatalities. Coincidentally, in Flying Star Feng Shui (

五黄廉贞星), which symbolises sickness

the ruling star for 2013 Water Snake Year is Star 5 (

and disasters as well. It’s a double whammy that we shouldn’t ignore and we need to
start taking good care of ourselves right from this very moment. The most critical period
could be in July and August this year.
The good news is that we may be able to keep the situation under control if we attempt
traditional Chinese medicine or unconventional healing methods. There is also a high
chance that the remedy may come from the common people. Therefore do not dispel
old grannies’ remedies as superstitious, baseless or unscientific, who knows, they may
come in handy to save some lives.

Continue Next Page >>
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Qi Men Dun Jia is so dynamic that we can analyse it from different perspectives in
different situations. In making annual predictions, we can look at the Zhi Fu
Star) and Zhi Shi

值使 (Duty Gate) too.

值符 (Duty

年家奇门盘), the Duty Star and Duty Gate are

From the Year Family Qi Men Dun Jia chart (

天禽星) and Si Men 死门 (Death Gate) respectively. They are both located
in the Kun Palace (坤二宫). Geng 庚 (Yang Metal) on the Heaven Plate (天盘) sits on
Geng 庚 (Yang Metal) on the Earth Plate (地盘). This category is known as Tai Bai Tong
Gong 太白同宫 (Venus meets Venus to wage Fierce War) and again, it is considered
Tian Qin Star (

inauspicious and it implies conflict, disharmony between colleagues, friends and siblings.
This is consistent with the clash of the 2013 Water Snake Heavenly Stem and Earthly
Branch pair of Gui

癸 (Yin Water) and Si 巳 (Yin Fire).

So remember, whenever you feel

frustrated with someone, don’t take it too hard, learn to let go, gives some space to

庚 (Yang Metal) on the
Heaven Plate (天盘) sitting on Gui 癸 (Yin Water) on the Earth Plate (地盘) means Da Ge 大
格 (Great Clash Category) and it implies car accidents or travel mishaps. So everyone,
others, and you will find yourself a happier person. Also Geng

please take precaution when you need travel and not to forget to buy some insurance
too.

时家奇门) is more widely used and more familiar to many
people. From the chart for 2013 Water Snake Year, the Hour Stem, Wu 戊 (Yang Earth), is
located in the Li Palace (离九宫) and encounters auspicious Tian Qin Star (天禽星),
inauspicious Si Men 死门 (Death Gate) and auspicious Jiu Tian 九天 (The Ninth Heaven).
Sickness star, Tian Rui (天芮星), is also located in the same Palace and the Li Palace currently encounters Void (空亡). These indications imply the likelihood of air disasters and
the possibility of an epidemic outbreak. The category of having Wu 戊 (Yang Earth) on
the Heaven Plate (天盘) sitting on Ren 壬 (Yang Water) on the Earth Plate (地盘), which is
known as Qing Long Ru Tian Lao 青龙入天牢 (Imprisonment of the Green Dragon), an
The Hour Family Qi Men Dun Jia (

inauspicious category, only makes matters worse.

永昌风水
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We can also have a feel of how the economy is like in the coming year by studying the

时家奇门盘).

Hour Family Qi Men Dun Jia Chart (

戊 (Yang Earth), which symbolises money, capital or houses, happens to be the Hour
Stem (时干) too. This implies that the focus for 2013 Water Snake Year is very much on the

Wu

economy, money matters and the property. This is not surprising. With increasing inflation, everyone will be concerned if we have sufficient funds in our coffers and the ability
to feed the family. With sky-high property prices, we are worried if we or our children are
able to afford a roof over our heads.

戊, which symbolises money or capital, encounters Void (空亡) and clashes
with the Year Stem (年干) and Day Stem (日干). This implies loss of wealth and financial

However, Wu

difficulties for the people and government. The economic outlook looks bleak and
gloomy. Moreover, the market sentiment is likely to be weak and slow as indicated by
Jinng Men

景门 (Scenery Gate) and Zhi Fu 值符 (The Supreme).

奇门遁甲), the Key Indicative
Symbols (用神) are Sheng Men 生门 (Prosper Gate) and Wu 戊 (Yang Earth). They are
both located in opposing Palaces, in Kan Palace (坎一宫) and Li Palace (离九宫)
respectively. While Li Palace encounters Void (空亡), Sheng Men 生门 (Prosper Gate) is
considered Forced (被迫) in Kan Palace. When an auspicious Gate is Forced, it will not
be deemed auspicious anymore (吉门被迫，吉不就). Hence the property market is likely
How about the property market?

In Qi Men Dun Jia (

to reach its high point or tipping point and it will be difficult to make a quick buck out of
it. Sometimes it is not a matter of doing things fast, but to do the right things at the right
time.
We hope you have a better understanding of what lies ahead of us
in Snake Year 2013 and be ready to welcome the dancing Water
Snake. We would like to wish you a very happy and prosperous
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健康 Health
财运 Wealth

Rat

事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1924 (甲子), 1936 (丙子),

John McCain, Al Gore, Vivian Balakrishnan, Steve
Bruce, Zinedine Zidane, Sammi Cheng, Cameron
Diaz, Mark Zuckerberg, Felicia Chin

1948 (戊子), 1960 (庚子),
1972 (壬子), 1984 (甲子),
1996 (丙子), 2008 (戊子)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Rat are intelligent and witty. They possess strong
leadership qualities and they are well-liked by others. They have quick reaction
and are able to add joy to an occasion in a spontaneous manner. They are also
meticulous and curious. They like innovation and put their creativity to good use.
However, they could be scheming and overambitious at times.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Rat may not be as smooth sailing as the previous year.
They may face more competition in their careers or daily dealings. As a result,
they are likely to be more self-centered and they are also reluctant to change
their opinion. Others may eventually keep a distance from them. It is also possible that they will be embroiled in difficult situations because of money issues.
However, with their wits and determination, they will be able to stand up to
challenges. Also beware of accidents and mishaps.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Stay receptive to feedback and listen to the concerns of others. Do not harp on
money issues and be forward looking. Minimise investment or invest with caution.
Avoid attending funerals or visiting patients in hospitals.

昌
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健康 Health
财运 Wealth

Ox

事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1925 (乙丑), 1937 (丁丑),

Barack Obama, Walt Disney, George Clooney, Lui
Tuck Yew, Andy Lau, Larry Page, Ivy Lee, Pierre Png,
Wayne Rooney

1949 (己丑), 1961 (辛丑),
1973 (癸丑), 1985 (乙丑),
1997 (丁丑), 2009 (己丑)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Ox are honest, reliable and hardworking. Unless
faced with exceptional circumstances, they keep their promises very well. As
they stick to their guns and do not show their emotions openly, they are sometimes seemed as stubborn, demanding and unapproachable. If you are looking
for a romantic relationship with someone born in the year of the Ox, you are most
likely to be disappointed. They are not commonly known as romantic lovers.
Although they may not be experts in socialising, people born in the year of the Ox
are friendly and they are able to obtain the trust of their superiors. As they are
trustworthy, they are also the ones who can keep secrets very well.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Ox will have their fair share of ups and downs this year.
They will attempt to make good use of their resources and eager to make
progress. With the help of people around them, they will be able to do well in
studies and earn a name for themselves in their careers. They may also
encounter fluctuating or less stable income. There could be obstacles along the
way. Impractical or idealistic ideas may cause them to lose their focus. They
may win big and lose big time too. Minimise disputes and conflicts and beware
of legal issues that may lead to loss of wealth. Males should stay faithful to their
spouse and avoid extra marital affairs.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice

昌

Do not be too ambitious. Momentarily victory may not guarantee you long term
success. Do not indulge in alcohol and avoid visiting the casino. Work within your
limits and mind your own business. Be prudent in the choice of your words and
always work towards a harmonious relationship with others.
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健康 Health

Tiger

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1926 (丙寅), 1938 (戊寅),

Victoria Beckham, Tom Cruise, Kenny Rogers, Ma
Ying-jeou, Sir Richard Branson, Nicole Seah, Jon Bon
Jovi, Cynthia Koh, Leonardo DiCaprio, Lina Ng, Lady
Gaga

1950 (庚寅), 1962 (壬寅),
1974 (甲寅), 1986 (丙寅),
1998 (戊寅), 2010 (庚寅)
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性格 Personality
The Tiger symbolises power, passion and courage. People born in the year of the
Tiger are egoistic and rebellious. They like to take risks and do things their own
way. They usually do not compromise. They may seem difficult to get along with
but they are man of word and helpful people. As they have very high self confidence, they are sometimes impulsive and rash in making decisions, resulting in less
optimal outcome. They like to take control of the situation, which explains why
they are usually the domineering ones in the family.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
A relatively less smooth sailing year for people born in the year of Tiger. They may
face legal entanglement issues and experience frequent brushes with the law.
They are also likely to have more disagreements with their partner or spouse or
spend less time with their loved ones. Health may also not be at its optimal level.
Avoid strenuous exercises and have sufficient rest. They have, however, potential
to develop or express their talents. Beware of backstabbing and deceitful
people.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice

昌

Take good care of health and do not over exert yourself. Females should be
mindful of their words and behaviour and avoid being too proud or stubborn. Do
not stay out late at night. Drive safely and adhere to traffic regulations. Be
pragmatic and stop daydreaming.
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健康 Health

Rabbit

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1927 (丁卯), 1939 (己卯),

Tiger Woods, David Beckham, Jet Li, Ralph Lauren,
Gordon Brown, Kenny Dalglish, Drew Barrymore,
Maria Sharapova, Sebastian Vettel, Jacelyn Tay

1951 (辛卯), 1963 (癸卯),
1975 (乙卯), 1987 (丁卯),
1999 (己卯), 2011 (辛卯)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Rabbit are compassionate, understanding,
eloquent, polite and sociable. They may project a gentle disposition but they
can also be quite stubborn and rebellious. They are meticulous and often show
concern for the people around them.
They are also sentimental and
opportunistic at times.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Rabbit may have more traveling opportunities and
experience higher mobility this year. There is also the likelihood to move house or
change job. They are adaptable and learn new things fast. They may also enjoy
success in special or unconventional areas. Unexpected assistance will appear
when they need them most. Though fulfilling, this is also a tiring year for them.
There is light at the end of the tunnel. With perseverance and determination, they
will be rewarded eventually.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Taking a short cut to success may not be sustainable in the long run. A journey of
a thousand miles starts with the first step. Do not be wilful and try to be smart. Be
cautious in exploring new ventures. Avoid attending funeral wakes or visiting
sickly patients.

昌
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健康 Health

Dragon

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1928 (戊辰), 1940 (庚辰),

Lee Hsien Loong, Tony Tan Keng Yam, Khaw Boon
Wan, Bruce Lee, Keanu Reeves, Bernard Shaw,
Vladimir Putin, Sandra Bullock, Ronaldo, Barbie Hsu,
Adam Chen, Qi Yuwu, Royston Tan, Li Nanxing

1952 (壬辰), 1964 (甲辰),
1976 (丙辰), 1988 (戊辰),
2000 (庚辰), 2012 (壬辰)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Dragon are vigorous, unrestrained, magnanimous,
idealistic, and confident. They are also generous and helpful. However, they are
sometimes arrogant and have few close friends. It may seem to others that they
are leading an exciting life but deep down inside, they are quite lonely at times.
They are creative people and perfectionists.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Dragon will enjoy better luck than the previous year.
They will be assisted by noblemen around them and there will also be joyous and
happy incidents along the way. It is likely that singles will find their partners and
develop their relationship further. Although wealth luck will also improve, it is not
advisable for them to engage in high risk investment or try their luck at the casino
tables. Income will be more stable this year and there is a likelihood to explore
new avenues. Beware of accidents, especially during traveling.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Do not keep going round in circles. Sometimes you need to take a step back
and look at the situation from the top to get an overview. Do not be too fussy
with small amount of money. Avoid getting carried away by steady stream of
income and start to speculate.

昌
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健康 Health

Snake

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1929 (己巳), 1941 (辛巳),

Goh Chok Tong, Sir Alex Ferguson, Tony Blair, Sylvia
Lim, J.K. Rowling, Michael Dell, Michael Bay, Aaron
Kwok, Carina Lau, Gong Li, Thierry Henry, Gurmit
Singh, Michelle Chong, Adrian Pang

1953 (癸巳), 1965 (乙巳),
1977 (丁巳), 1989 (己巳),
2001 (辛巳)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Snake are talented, determined and have high
perseverance. They are wise, graceful and deep thinkers. They are also calm,
cautious and not easily agitated. It is, however, not easy to establish a close
relationship with them in a short time. They are not exceptionally warm people.
They will only open up to you after associating with you for a certain period of
time.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the Year of Snake are in conflict with the Grand Duke (太岁) this
year. They will experience extreme swings of fortune and more changes in their
life. They are vulnerable to car accidents and injuries or may even need to undergo an operation. They may be more self-centered and find themselves in an
argument easily. It is difficult to get along well with peers this year. They may experience more stress and pressure in their workplace and daily lives. However,
they will be able to prevail if they remain sensible and able to toe the line.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice

昌

It is the time of giving and sharing. Do more charity and if health permits, you
may want to consider donating blood. Do not act irrationally and do not procrastinate. Be decisive and be clear of what you want. Show empathy and listen
to the concerns of others. Obey traffic rules and minimise traveling. Take good
care of health too.
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健康 Health

Horse

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1930 (庚午), 1942 (壬午),

Michael Bloomberg, Hu Jintao, Goh Keng Swee, Teo
Chee Hean, Lim Hng Kiang, Lim Swee Say, Jackie
Chan, Condoleezza Rice, Angela Merkel, David
Cameron, Cindy Crawford, Frank Lampard, Stefanie
Sun, Aileen Tan, Priscelia Chan

1954 (甲午), 1966 (丙午),
1978 (戊午), 1990 (庚午),
2002 (壬午)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Horse possess strong leadership abilities. They are
optimistic and independent. They deal with matters objectively and they are
humble and cautious people. They are also very focused and it will not be easy
to make them change their decisions. Once they have decided on something, it
is most unlikely that their thoughts will sway. Due to their unyielding character at
times, they are sometimes viewed as stubborn. They are also usually filial and
reliable in keeping secrets.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Horse are determined and competitive. They will also
be more decisive and courageous in resolving tough issues. They score good
points in socialising and are willing to share the spoils with others. They are quick
witted and able to convince people with their sincerity and good oratorical skills.
However, they should take good care of their health, or else they may fall prey to
virus and bacteria easily. Conflicting thoughts or ideas may lower their success
chances and lead to failure. Beware of legal entanglement issues too.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Power is nothing without control. Work within your limits and do not over exert
your resources. Keep a clear and focus mind so as to tackle challenges and
tough issues systematically. Avoid visiting sickly patients or attending banquets.
Minimise going to crowded public places. Good to make frequent visits to places
of worship to make offerings.

昌
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健康 Health

Goat

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1931 (辛未), 1943 (癸未),

Pervez Musharraf, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Donatella
Versace, Yaacob Ibrahim, Pamela Anderson, Chow
Yun-Fat, Zhang Ziyi, Valentino Rossi, Michael Owen,
Terence Cao, Jeanette Aw

1955 (乙未), 1967 (丁未),
1979 (己未), 1991 (辛未),
2003 (癸未)

性格 Personality
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People born in the year of the Goat usually display a gentle and compassionate
disposition. They give others a sense of peacefulness and stability. They are polite
and they are quite particular on their dressing. Being sincere and mild mannered,
they get along well with others and they are especially popular among the
opposite sex. However, deep inside their hearts, these people usually have
worries or concerns that are not obvious to the surrounding people. They are
emotional and sentimental, and are often emotionally affected by encounters of
other people.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Goat may experience higher mobility and more traveling opportunities this year. There is a high possibility that they will move house,
change job, be relocated, transferred to a new department or taking on new responsibilities this year. They may also receive assistance and support from their
seniors to advance their careers or secure good academic results. There is also
the likelihood of unexpected wealth this year. However, there could be instances
of thief, and injury due to accidents as well. Beware of scams and deceitful people. Although there may be unexpected wealth, there could be unexpected loss
of money too.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice

昌

Although there may be more traveling opportunities this year, it is actually advisable to minimise traveling, especially out of the country. Do not create a din or
stir up trouble in public places. Look after your personal belongings and guard
against thief and burglary. Be practical when it comes to handling matters and
be mindful of extreme swings of fortune.
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健康 Health

Monkey

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1932 (壬申), 1944 (甲申),

George Lucas, Donald Rumsfeld, Steve Ballmer,
Kenny G, Tom Hanks, Lucy Liu, Yao Ming, Steven
Gerrard, Cecilia Cheung, Chew Chor Meng, Mark
Lee, Elvin Ng, Rui En

1956 (丙申), 1968 (戊申),
1980 (庚申), 1992 (壬申),
2004 (甲申)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Monkey are lively and witty. They are perfectionists
and they enjoy arts. Humourous in nature, they are popular among their peers as
they inject fun and vitality during gatherings. They are helpful and go the extra
mile for close aides. They are usually contended with small gains and may not be
prudent in their expenditure. Towards elders and parents, they are also obedient
and filial.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Monkey will not have a straightforward year. They are
likely to experience a year of mixed fortunes, which can swing in the positive and
negative direction. It is going to be tiring and stressful at times. Overwork may
lead to a deterioration in health. This year is, however, still a relatively good year
for them in terms of wealth and career advancement. With wits, skills, decisiveness and courage, they can overcome challenges and attain success easily.
They enjoy favourable romance luck as well.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Do not think too highly of yourself. If you are able to play according to the rules,
stay humble and control your emotions, many good things will follow. Do take
good care of your health and do not be too engrossed in work. Beware of accidents and mishaps too.

昌
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健康 Health

Rooster

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1933 (癸酉), 1945 (乙酉),

Klaus Kleinfeld, Steffi Graf, David Tao, Jennifer Lopez,
Faye Wong, Fernando Alonso, Park Ji-Sung, Roger
Federer, Chen Hanwei, Genevieve Woo, Hossan
Leong, Huang Biren, Paige Chua, Fiona Xie

1957 (丁酉), 1969 (己酉),
1981 (辛酉), 1993 (癸酉),
2005 (乙酉)

性格 Personality
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People born in the year of the Rooster have sharp minds and are usually observant of the happenings in their surroundings. They are sociable and get along
well with others. They are also eloquent but because of their chatty nature, they
are sometimes labelled as talkative. They are opportunists and have keen
business acumen. They sniff out developments in their environment and make
appropriate decisions to get the best deal out of a situation. As they are good
orators, they tend to win over the hearts of the opposite sex with ease. They are
usually faithful to their partners too.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Rooster still have good fortune to milk this year. With
sheer grit and determination, they will be able to overcome difficulties. However,
they need to put in more effort this year and they may face more pressure at
home and at work. They are vulnerable to car accidents and scandals too. Nevertheless, this is still a relatively smooth sailing year. They may also engage themselves in cultural studies and traditional beliefs.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
Stay reasonable and understanding. Do not get too perturbed with nitty gritty
matters. Be focus and decisive. Take good care of health. Do not get yourself
involved in disputes or conflicts. Take precautions if you need to travel. And bear
in mind, harmony begets prosperity.
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健康 Health

Dog

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1934 (甲戌), 1946 (丙戌),

Donald Trump, George W. Bush, Ng Eng Hen,
Sylvester Stallone, Sharon Stone, Madonna, Mariah
Carey, Matt Damon, Andre Agassi, Cyndi Wang,
Zhang Yining, Ian Thorpe, Joanne Peh, Margaret
Lee, Tay Ping Hui

1958 (戊戌), 1970 (庚戌),
1982 (壬戌), 1994 (甲戌),
2006 (丙戌)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Dog are righteous, loyal and stand up for justice.
They are honest and friendly but they are too direct at times. They adore
neatness and tidiness. They usually do not indulge in branded or luxury goods. As
they are faithful towards their employers or superiors, they make good employees
and are usually highly valued in an organisation.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
People born in the year of Dog will enjoy much better fortunes than the previous
year. Both romance and career luck are significantly more promising and more
happy events will take place this year. When they are in trouble, people around
them will come to their assistance. They will also enjoy better wealth luck and a
more stable income. A focused and nimble mind will also help them to grab
avourable opportunities when they come along. However, they need to be
mindful of contractual and legal entanglement issues.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice
It is the time to make up for lost opportunities and lost time. With the assistance of
people around you, seize the chances. Do not take short cuts and continue to
persevere. Do not be penny wise pound foolish. Good time to put your plans into
action.
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健康 Health

Pig

财运 Wealth
事业 Career
感情 Romance

出生年份 Year Born

同年出生名人 Some Famous People

1935 (乙亥), 1947 (丁亥),

Lee Kuan Yew, Ong Teng Cheong, Elton John, Tom
Clancy, David Coulthard, Bryan Adams, Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Gan Kim Yong, Julian Cheung, Lin
Dan, Christopher Lee, Brandon Wong, Patricia Mok,
Jade Seah

1959 (己亥), 1971 (辛亥),
1983 (癸亥), 1995 (乙亥),
2007 (丁亥)
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性格 Personality
People born in the year of the Pig are kind-hearted, magnanimous and have a
strong sense of justice. They are usually direct in their words and may offend
others unknowingly. As a result of their simplicity and trusting behaviour, they may
end up being the victims of lies and scams. They are firm and faithful in their
relationships. They are mostly peace loving and do not adopt a competitive
stance.

运程 Overall Luck in 2013
Gloomy outlook for people born in the year of Pig. It is going to be a tough and
challenging year for them. They clash with the Grand Duke (太岁) and the impact
is more significant for those born in the Fire Pig Year 1947 and 2007 (丁亥) and
Earth Pig Year 1959 (己亥). They are likely to experience more changes this year
(e.g. job change or move house, etc.). There is also a high possibility that they will
suffer significant loss in wealth. It is also easy for them to be caught in legal issues
and disputes, which may lead to mistrust and disharmony. Conflicting thoughts
will cause frustration and lead to poor judgment, and resulting in failure.

忠告 Master Lim’s Advice

昌

When we know that it is going to rain, we either carry an umbrella or we stay at
home. That means we either make preparations or we refrain from taking action.
As wealth luck is going to take a hit, avoid speculative investments. Have sufficient rest so that you have a clear mind to tackle tough issues. Take care of
health and take precautions if you need to travel too.
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